
 

Facilitating use of  QaimAid.com Platform and Process for Enhanced Aid delivery by 

Momin Institutions 

1.APPLICATION Form entered by Needy 

Needy/Student becomes aware from this ‘Reach out ‘ through facilitators /WIN Marketing and and fills 

in application online from phone ( either himself or takes help to do so )  to a selected Institution or all 

institutions. Can also in advance download form (eg Education Forms link) 

Each Aid Organisation can have own form for the type of Aid sought,  

2.VERIFICATION by registered verifiers 

Needy can upload own verification of local reference ‘verfier’ with application. By attaching a picture. Al 

Imaan already has a list of 250 + verifiers located all over India entered in the database. Institutions may 

use same if permitted by AlImaan or enter their own verifiers.  

The Institution allocates the form received to one of its verifiers 

Verifier provides reference on line or on uploaded form confidentially. 

3. Institution Approval & Listing for donor 

Verified Form is seen by Institutions validator who scrutinizes checks eligibility and calls local verifier 

person and/or applicant if necessary & validates genuineness eligibility & clears it for inclusion in their 

own Needy database of "Awaiting AId" 

Institutions periodically makes appeal (Appeal Format) to donors clubbing Applications, classifying if 

Huqooq funds eligibility,  and provide password to their own donors to view all /select Needy cases 

listed in their database. 

4. Funding Aid & Payment 

Donor can view cases & select cases for funding & remit amount to Institutions designated bank a/c.  

Upon receipt of funding, Institution coordinates with Needy & makes payment direct to School /College 

/Medical Institution etc. & uploads evidence in database. This is made visible to Needy & Donor  

5. DATABASES 

Databases searchable maintained on cloud for access from any device anywhere at any time . 

EACH institution will have its OWN databases & can share if it so wishes with others :- 

Needy Database Each Intuition has its own needy database tagged with type of Aid with all 

related info incl payment evidences  



Donor database: Each Institution has its own Donor database 

Verifiers/ Validators databases  are maintained  

Aid delivery partners/ Facilitator /Religious institutions, Schools , Clinics etc databases which 

participate in Aid delivery  

6. Recordkeeping /Reporting 

All record keeping is done by system & effort to maintain records by institutions & provide them for 

governance is drastically reduced 

Institution can require Needy Applicant to upload docs eg. exam results , required periodically through 

his own login or by sending to Institution data admin contact point   

All reports /xl downloads are easy to get with different permutations & combinations of variables ie aid 

type /donor .dates etc can be provided, 

7. Confidentiality is maintained & the cloud platform has a secure database under the management & 

control of Fahm technologies a Momin venture providing the platform  

The future possibilities are many & the system can be refined for each institution  

 

 


